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About this role

Full Time (Levels 3-4)  Location: New York

Job category: Eng - Software Engineering  Job family: Software Engineer

Product Area: Search

Last Modi�ed: a year ago | 639 views

Team members

Daniel Rocha
Hiring manager

Flavio Palandri
Antonelli

Eric Steinlauf Kaylin Spitz

Swamy Sermadevi Alexander Fischer Ryan Kelly

Description

We're going to make the mobile web great again! The goal of the Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP) project is that every
page on the web loads instantly, and the user experience is always excellent (no jankiness, no text moving around, no pop-
up ads, etc). Check out ampproject.org, g.co/amp and g.co/ampdemo (on your phone) to see what we're talking about. Our
CEO is a fan, and so is the NY Times, and we even got some love from the tough crowd at Hacker News (fake Elon Musk
isn't impressed though). 

AMP launched as an open source project in October 2015, with 26 publishers and over 40 publications already publishing
AMP �les for our preview demo. Our team built g.co/ampdemo and is now racing towards launching it for all of our users.
We're responsible for the AMP @ Google integrations, particularly focusing on Search, our most visible product.

We have a Google-wide 2016 OKR to deliver! By the end of 2016, our goal is that 50%+ of content consumed through
Search is being consumed through AMP. 

We're looking for someone that's passionate about building products that will improve users lives and who are willing to
tackle the challenge of delivering these products to the hundreds of millions of Search users.

Our ideal team member:
doesn't shy away from working end-to-end on projects;
can potentially contribute to backend and frontend parts (preference for one versus the other is of course OK);
has C++ or Java experience. JavaScript is a strong plus, and so is native (Android or iOS) development experience;
is analytical and will give careful consideration to how we evaluate our product's impact on users;

Check out go/amphtml for a bunch more details - design docs, roadmap, UX explorations, etc.

Skills:

My skills Other skills

Express interest 

Use the �eld below to send a message to this role's
contact person. Your message is private: only that
contact and the sta�ng team can see it. If you're in
Tech, the hiring manager may request your Perf from

 This opportunity is no longer active.
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